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Abstract: Cities are heterogeneous environments, and pollutant concentrations are often higher in
streets compared with in the upper roughness sublayer (urban background) and cannot be repre-
sented using chemical-transport models that have a spatial resolution on the order of kilometers.
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) models coupled to chemistry/aerosol models may be used
to compute the pollutant concentrations at high resolution over limited areas of cities; however,
they are too expensive to use over a whole city. Hence, simplified street-network models, such as
the Model of Urban Network of Intersecting Canyons and Highways (MUNICH), have been devel-
oped. These include the main physico-chemical processes that influence pollutant concentrations:
emissions, transport, deposition, chemistry and aerosol dynamics. However, the streets are not
discretized precisely, and concentrations are assumed to be homogeneous in each street segment. The
complex street micro-meteorology is simplified by considering only the vertical transfer between
the street and the upper roughness sublayer as well as the horizontal transfer between the streets.
This study presents a new parametrization of a horizontal wind profile and vertical/horizontal
transfer coefficients. This was developed based on a flow parametrization in a sparse vegetated
canopy and adapted to street canyons using local-scale simulations performed with the CFD model
Code_Saturne. CFD simulations were performed in a 2D infinite street canyon, and three streets of
various aspect ratios ranging from 0.3 to 1.0 were studied with different incoming wind directions.
The quantities of interest (wind speed in the street direction and passive tracer concentration) were
spatially averaged in the street to compare with MUNICH. The developed parametrization depends
on the street characteristics and wind direction. This effectively represents the average wind profile
in a street canyon and the vertical transfer between the street and the urban roughness sublayer for a
wide range of street aspect ratios while maintaining a simple formulation.

Keywords: meteorological modeling; street-network; urban areas

1. Introduction

Cities are areas of highly concentrated human activities that induce large amounts
of air pollutants emitted by anthropic activities, such as traffic, industry and residential
activities. Cities are also heterogeneous environments, and the presence of high buildings
represents obstacles that reduce air flow inside streets and limit the dispersion of pollutants
emitted within [1–4]. These two processes lead to poor air quality, thus, imposing a risk
for human health. In addition, the growing number of people living in cities increases the
vulnerability, and massive urbanization has negative consequences on the environment
and human health especially during pollution peaks [5–9]. In the case of a street canyon, air
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recirculates inside the canyon, as shown by Harman et al. [10] for the wind perpendicular
to the street.

Pollutants emitted in the street—by traffic for example—tend to accumulate on the
leeward side of the street, and the concentrations at this location may be much higher
than the background concentrations [11–13]. Knowing that people spend most of their
time indoors, the vertical distribution of pollutant concentrations is also a key research
topic. People are not only exposed to air pollution at street pedestrian level but also to air
pollution inside buildings, which may be influenced by outdoor pollution and the height
levels of the building [14–16].

Models are powerful tools to study air flow and pollutant concentration because the
conditions can be fixed and the simulations are easily replicable, thus, allowing the analysis
of different processes influencing the concentrations. Currently, chemistry-transport models
(CTMs) are widely used at the meso-scale to understand processes, interpret observations
and forecast the evolution of pollutant concentrations [17–20]. Informed by emissions
inventories, meteorological, initial and boundary conditions, these models use numerical
techniques to simulate pollutant transport, chemical transformation in the atmosphere and
compute air concentrations and deposition fluxes.

In CTMs, concentrations are averaged over mesh cells with a horizontal resolution
ranging from kilometers to hundreds of kilometers. Due to their coarse spatial resolution,
CTMs are not able to capture the high pollutant concentrations observed in streets, and
thus city-scale models, such as simplified street-network or street-in-grid models are used
to represent the street level concentrations [21–26].

Street models use parametrizations to represent the dispersion of pollutants at the
street level over a neighborhood or a city. The streets are not discretized finely; how-
ever, concentrations are assumed to be homogeneous in each street segment, as in the
Model of Urban Network of Intersecting Canyons and Highways (MUNICH) [24,25], or in
part of the street (lee side versus wind side, for example, as in the OSPM (Operational
Street Pollution Model) [21].

To study wind fields and pollutant dispersion at a local scale (100 m to 1 km), Com-
putational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) are commonly used [27–29]. The simulation domain
is composed of grid cells with a resolution ranging from centimeters to meters. To solve
air flow in two or three dimensions, several turbulence schemes are used, such as k− ε
and Large Eddy Simulation (LES). This type of model allows capturing the complex street
micro-meteorology; however, the computational cost is high to study pollutant dispersion
at city scale as this requires billions of grids.

As concentrations are assumed to be homogeneous in each street segment, the compu-
tational cost associated with MUNICH is low compared to CFD, allowing simulations over
a whole city [25]. To model the dispersion of pollutants, the street-network model MUNICH
separates air flow into two components related to transfer velocities. First, the horizontal
wind speed is assumed to follow the street direction and to be homogeneous across the
street. Second, the vertical transfer velocity between the street and the background domain
is calculated at the roof level.

These horizontal and vertical air flows depend on the canyon geometry, wind angle,
above-street flow and atmospheric stability [30]. Background concentrations above the
roughness sublayer can be provided by 3D CTMs, such as Polair3D from the Polyphemus
air-quality modeling platform [25,26,31].

The objective of this study is to evaluate the parametrizations that are currently
used in MUNICH for the horizontal and vertical transfers as well as to develop a new
parametrization as accurate as the existing ones but with a simpler formulation. It is
an adaptation of a parametrization originally designed to model flows in sparse and
dense vegetated canopies, depending on the leaf area or spacing between trees. The
parametrizations are evaluated by comparisons to Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)
simulations in street canyons.
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They are performed with Code_Saturne [32], an open-source code that can represent
air and pollutant flows in a street canyon [33]. “It solves the Navier–Stokes equations for 2D,
2D-axisymmetric and 3D flows, steady or unsteady, laminar or turbulent, incompressible
or weakly compressible, isothermal or not, with scalars transport” if required (https:
//www.code-saturne.org/, accessed on 17 December 2021).

This code has been adapted to atmospheric flows and can simulate the humid atmo-
sphere with radiative heat transfer (not used here). Code_Saturne has been evaluated with
the results of the Mock Urban Setting Test (MUST). This is a near full-scale experiment con-
ducted in Utah’s West Desert area based on the release of a neutral gas in a field of regularly
spaced shipping containers [33,34]. In addition, Code_Saturne was used to simulate ther-
mal effect and pollutant dispersion in a real urban neighborhood of Toulouse, France [35]
and micro-scale heterogeneities of turbulent variables for different wind directions over a
complex semi-urban area located near Paris [36].

In these different studies, the simulated air flow agreed well with the measurements,
demonstrating that Code_Saturne was able to accurately simulate airflow and pollutant
dispersion over complex urban sites, as well as 2D simplified street canyons. In the
present study, Code_Saturne version 6.0 is used. To compare the parametrizations, several
simulations are performed with Code_Saturne to consider different street sizes and wind
directions. Therefore, the set-up of the model is simplified, and 2D streets are considered to
be consistent with the street-network-model approach.

The structure of the paper is as follows. The models MUNICH and Code_Saturne are
detailed in Section 2. Then, a new parametrization for horizontal and vertical transfers
based on Code_Saturne simulations and Wang [37,38] is proposed for MUNICH and is
compared with existing MUNICH parametrizations in Section 3. Our conclusions are
provided in Section 4.

2. Materials and Methods

This section first describes the street-network model MUNICH and then the CFD
simulations performed with Code_Saturne.

2.1. Description of MUNICH
2.1.1. Street Geometry and Main Hypothesis

As detailed in Kim et al. [24] and Lugon et al. [25], the streets correspond to the volume
of the urban canopy, and each street segment is defined by a length L, uniform street width
W and height of the buildings H. Each segment is characterized by its aspect ratio calculated
as ar =

H
W . Air pollutant concentrations are assumed to be homogeneous within each street

segment. The wind in the street follows the street direction and determines the advective
air flow, which transports pollutants horizontally. They are also transported in and out
of the street network by vertical transfer at the top (roof level) of each street segment.
The streets are linked to the background concentrations above roof level by a vertical
transfer coefficient. Note that the horizontal wind speed and direction may differ from one
street segment to another.

2.1.2. MUNICH Existing Parametrizations for Vertical Transfers

The vertical mass vertical flux of pollutants at the roof level is calculated based on a
turbulent transfer coefficient [24,39]:

Qvert = qvert WL

(
Cstreet − Cbg

)
H

with qvert = σW lm (1)

where Qvert is the vertical flux of pollutants at the roof level for the whole street (µg·s−1),
qvert is the vertical transfer coefficient (m2·s−1) and WL is the exchange surface (m2). Cstreet
and Cbg are, respectively, the average street and background air pollutant concentrations
(µg·m−3). lm is the mixing length within the street (m), and σW is a velocity scale corre-

https://www.code-saturne.org/
https://www.code-saturne.org/
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sponding to the standard deviation of the vertical wind velocity at roof level (m·s−1). σW is
function of the atmosphere stability and the friction velocity above the street u∗ (m·s−1),
and is calculated for a neutral atmosphere as [22,40]:

σW = 1.3 u∗ ×
(

1− 0.8
H

PBLH

)
(2)

u∗ is not computed by MUNICH but is taken as an input data and is equal to the
Code_Saturne friction velocity in the present study (Equation (16)). PBLH, also an in-
put, is the planetary boundary layer height (m), which is set to 1000 m in the present
simulations [41,42]. The σW parametrizations for stable and unstable atmospheric con-
ditions can be found in Soulhac et al. [22]. The mixing length is assumed to be constant
in the street and can be computed in MUNICH either from the Schulte et al. [39] or
Soulhac et al. [22] parametrizations:

lm =
DH

1 + ar
(3)

for Schulte et al. [39]

lm =
H√
2π

(4)

for Soulhac et al. [22]
D is a constant equal to 2√

2π
fixed by assuming that the estimation of lm from the

formulations Schulte et al. [39] and Soulhac et al. [22] are equal for ar = 1 [24]. Hereafter,
to be able to compare these mixing length parametrizations, they are noted L_sch for
Schulte et al. [39] and L_sir for Soulhac et al. [22].

2.1.3. MUNICH Existing Parametrizations for Horizontal Transfers

The horizontal flux of pollutants between the streets, Qin/out f low (µg·s−1), is computed
in MUNICH as the product of the average wind speed in the street direction Ustreet (m·s−1),
which can be interpreted as a horizontal transfer velocity, the exchange section HW (m2)
and the average pollutant concentration in the street Cstreet (µg·m−3). Depending on the
wind angle ϕ (angle between the wind direction and the street orientation), this flux can be
an incoming or outgoing flux:

Qin/out f low = Ustreet HW Cstreet (5)

Two different Ustreet parametrizations already exist in MUNICH.

- Exponential attenuation profile (noted U_exp)

This profile is an empirical parametrization computed from an exponential attenuation
of the wind speed at the roof level and is inspired by wind profiles in vegetated canopies.
The wind profile is fully dependent on an attenuation coefficient. The higher the atten-
uation coefficient, the higher the decrease of the wind speed with altitude. Masson [43],
Lemonsu et al. [44] and Cherin et al. [45] proposed an attenuation coefficient of A × ar,
where A is a dimensionless constant equal to 0.5 for wind within street canyons. The value
of this attenuation coefficient is tested in Section 3.3.2.

Only advection along the street (i.e., the horizontal component of the wind speed in
the street direction) is considered in MUNICH (noted UY). Therefore, the wind profile is
multiplied by |cos (ϕ)| to select only this component. The exponential profile is computed
as (modified from Kim et al. [24]):

UY(z) = UH,ϕ exp
[

A ar

( z
H
− 1
)]

∀ ar with UH,ϕ = UH |cos (ϕ)|, (6)
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where UH is the norm of the horizontal wind speed at the building height H (m·s−1),
which can be calculated either from Macdonald et al. [46] and Grimmond and Oke [47]
or Soulhac et al. [22], z is the vertical elevation (m) (upward orientation and z = 0 at the
ground level), A ar corresponds to the dimensionless attenuation coefficient.

In MUNICH, the average wind velocity in the street (Ustreet) is obtained by analytically
integrating the wind profile between the soil roughness z0s (m) and the building height H
(m) as:

Ustreet =
∫ H

z0s

UY(z)dz = UH,ϕ ×
1

A ar

(
1− exp

[
A ar

( z0s

H
− 1
)])

(7)

- SIRANE profile (noted U_sir)

Soulhac et al. [22,48] developed an analytical solution of the momentum equation in a
street canyon by dividing the canyon into two parts: the region influenced by the walls
and the region influenced by the ground. In the region influenced by the walls (in the
upper part of the canyon), the horizontal and vertical variations of U are separated and,
respectively, represented by the functions f and h. h is a function of z and f is function of
x, the horizontal distance with a rightward orientation and x = 0 at the left wall level of
the street (a different reference is used in Code_Saturne because the wind profile is also
defined above the buildings, see Section 2.2.1). In the region influenced by the ground,
the walls have no influence on the wind profile; however, the wind speed at z = δ and at
all x is taken to ensure the match between the profiles of the two regions.

In the region influenced by the walls (δ ≤ z ≤ H and z0s ≤ x ≤W − z0s ):

U(x, z) = Um f (x/δ) h(z/δ) (8)

f (x/δ) =
J1(C)Y0(C x/δ)− J0(C x/δ)Y1(C)

J1(C)Y0(C)− J0(C)Y1(C)
(9)

h(z/δ) = exp
[

C√
2

(
z− H

δ

)]
(10)

In the region influenced by the ground (z0s ≤ z < δ and z0s ≤ x ≤W − z0s ):

U(x, z) = U(x, δ)×
ln
(

z
z0s

)
ln
(

δ
z0s

) (11)

with U(x, δ) = Um f (x/δ) exp
[

C√
2

(
δ− H

δ

)]
(12)

where J0, J1, Y0 and Y1 are the first and second kind Bessel functions of order 0 and 1.
Unlike U_exp, the SIRANE profile is not calculated from the average wind speed at z = H,
UH and, instead, from the wind speed at the top of the street in the middle, Um (at z = H
and x = W/2). Um is determined from the shear stress and friction velocity values at
z = H. Knowing the wall roughness z0s , C has to be determined by an iterative method
(see Equation (14) with γ as the Euler constant equal to 0.577).

The wind profile is then integrated in each region of the canyon to compute the average
horizontal wind speed in the street [22,24,48]:

Ustreet = Um |cos (ϕ)| δ2

HW

[
2
√

2
C

(1− B2)

(
1− C2

3
+

C4

45

)
+ B2

2B1 − 3
B1

+

(
W
δ
− 2
)

B1 − 1
B1

]
(13)
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with



B1 = ln
(

δ
z0s

)
B2 = exp

[
C√

2

(
1− H

δ

)]
Um = u∗

√
π√

2κ2C

[
Y0(C)− J0(C)Y1(C)

J1(C)

]
C solution of δ

z0s
= 2

C exp
[

π
2

Y1(C)
J1(C)

− γ
]

δ = min(H, W/2)

(14)

Note that the vertical wind profiles shown in Section 3.3.2 are determined by averaging
the two-dimensional profile U(x, y) through the street width (along the x axis) and by
multiplying it by |cos(ϕ)| to select only the component in the Y axis direction:

UY(z) = |cos(ϕ)|U(z) = |cos(ϕ)|
∫ x=W−z0s

x=z0s

U(x, z)dx (15)

where z0s (m) is the wall roughness length equal to the ground street roughness.
See Soulhac et al. [48] for the detailed computation of the wind profile. Note that the

SIRANE model is not used directly in this study; however, the SIRANE qvert and Ustreet
parametrizations are available in MUNICH from the formulations of Soulhac et al. [22].

U_exp computation is simple; however, Castro [49] shows that this parametrization
is not well adapted to reproduce spatially-averaged mean velocity profiles within the
urban canopy. Additionally, the no-slip condition at the ground is not satisfying and
leads to an overestimation of the wind speed compared to Code_Saturne simulations (see
Section 3). U_sir gives more realistic wind profiles, but the computation is complex due to
the iterative method necessary to compute the variable C. A new parametrization is added
in MUNICH to compute the wind and vertical transfer coefficient profiles: the Wang [37,38]
parametrization for the sparse vegetated canopy is adapted to the urban canopy based on
Code_Saturne simulations. The advantages of using this parametrization are presented in
Section 3.

2.2. Description of the CFD Simulations
2.2.1. Street Canyon Geometry

In the CFD code Code_Saturne, the computational domain is represented by a geom-
etry and a mesh. In the present study, three street canyons are considered: a wide street
canyon (WC) with the same characteristics as the one used in the study of Kim et al. [24],
an intermediate canyon (IC) and a narrow canyon (NC). Their main characteristics are
presented in Table 1 and Figure 1:

Table 1. Characteristics of the three canyons studied.

Canyon Building Height
H (m)

Street Width W
(m)

Street Aspect Ra-
tio ar (-)

Reference Height
zre f = H + 17 (m)

Maximum Height
of the Domain (m)

WC 8.5 27.5 0.3 25.5 25.5
IC 14.0 27.5 0.5 31.0 42.0
NC 27.5 27.5 1.0 44.5 82.5
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Figure 1. 2D scheme of the canyon geometry with the street and background domain borders, and the
boundary conditions.

Code_Saturne simulations are performed in a periodic 2D-canyon of length L = 1 m.
This configuration is equivalent to an infinite street. The periodicity in the Y direction
enables simulations with a wind that is not perpendicular with respect to the canyon axis.
The flow and the wind speed vector are 3D. Note that the building height H varies, but
the street and building widths (W and B) are constant for the three canyons and equal to
27.5 m.

The mesh used is homogeneous (hexahedral elements) with only one cell for the
discretization in the Y direction. The size of each cell in the X and Z directions is 0.5× 0.5 m.
To compare to MUNICH, the values of the fields averaged over a given cell are located at
the center of the cell. The present configuration does not reproduce the complex 3D effects
(e.g., variations of width and height of buildings or obstacles in the canyon) encountered
in real applications. However, it is suited for comparison with the homogeneous street
hypothesis used in MUNICH.

To simplify the reading of the figures, a color code is introduced: red symbols for the
wide canyon (WC), purple ones for the intermediate canyon (IC) and blue ones for the
narrow canyon (NC). A list of the abbreviations, parameters and variables used can be
found in Appendix A.

2.2.2. Set-Up of the Simulations

- Turbulence closure and fluid properties

The k− ε linear production turbulence model is used in which the Reynolds-averaged
Navier–Stokes equations for momentum (U), turbulent kinetic energy (k) and the dissipa-
tion rate (ε) are solved. The equations used are presented in Zaïdi et al. [36], Katul et al. [50]
and Guimet and Laurence [51]. The atmosphere is assumed to be thermally neutral and
dry. The air temperature is set to 293.15 K, and there is no radiative heat transfer. The air
properties are summarized in Table 2:

Table 2. Air properties used in the Code_Saturne simulations.

Parameter Value Unit

Temperature 293.15 K
Pressure 101,325.0 Pa
Density 1.204 kg·m−3

Viscosity 1.83× 10−5 Pa·s
Specific heat 1017.24 J·kg−1·K−1

Thermal conductivity 0.02495 W·m−1·K−1
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- Initial and boundary conditions

At the inlet (see Figure 1), a logarithmic wind profile is assumed. The norm of

the horizontal wind speed (‖−→u ‖ =
√

U2
X + U2

Y = U) is equal to zero at the roof level
(U(H) = UH = 0) [52], and the friction velocity (u∗) is calculated as detailed below. This
friction velocity is used in both Code_Saturne and MUNICH:

U(z) =
u∗
κ
× ln

(
z− H + z0

z0

)
with z ≥ H and u∗ =

κ ×Ure f

ln
( zre f−H+z0

z0

) (16)

where κ is the Von Kármán constant (κ = 0.42) and zre f is the reference altitude equal to
zre f = H + 17 m (top of the WC domain). The roof roughness length, z0, does represent not
only the roughness length of the roof surface but also the roughness of the city, and therefore
it is taken equal to 1.0 m [53]. The local roughness length of the walls and road surfaces
within the canyon, considering typically urban features (balcony, windows, pavement. . . ),
is set to 0.10 m (Figure 1).

The wind velocity above the street at z = zre f , Ure f , is set to 5 m·s−1 and the friction
velocity u∗ is then equal to 0.73 m·s−1. The direction of the above-roof wind can be modified
by setting the angle between the wind direction and the street orientation (UX(z) =
sin(ϕ)U(z) and UY(z) = cos(ϕ)U(z)). Note that, as the canyon is symmetrical, simulations
are performed with ϕ ranging between 0 and 90◦, where 0◦ corresponds to a wind parallel
to the street and 90◦ is perpendicular.

The inlet boundary condition associated with the passive tracer is assumed to cor-
respond to a zero concentration (fresh air). Regarding the turbulent variables k and ε,
the logarithmic velocity profile is associated with a constant turbulent kinetic energy and a
variable dissipation rate as follows:

k =
u∗2√

Cµ
and ε(z) =

u∗3

κ(z− H + z0)
(17)

with Cµ = 0.09 as a dimensionless constant of the k− ε model. The proposed configuration
with a fully developed inlet profile provides a simple workbench to study the transport
inside the street canyon, in line with our objective. This does not take into account possible
interactions between adjacent street canyons that one could investigate using an array of
canyons [54].

The simulations run until the flow reaches a stationary state. To reach a stationary
state faster, a variable time step in space and time is used with an initial time step of
0.5 s, a maximum Courant number of 1.5 and a maximum Fourier number of 10 (see
documentation at https://www.code-saturne.org/, accessed on 17 December 2021). This
results in larger time step when the velocity is lower and smaller time step when the
velocity is higher.

2.2.3. Calculation of Vertical and Horizontal Transfers in Code_Saturne for Comparison
to MUNICH

To estimate the vertical transfer between the street and the background domain,
a passive tracer is emitted in each cell of the street canyon (z ≤ H, see Figure 1) with a
stationary emission rate e = 1000 µg·s−1 for a street canyon with a unit length L. The wind
angle is assumed to be normal to the street orientation (ϕ = 90◦), and thus the horizontal
transfers are negligible. The initial street and background tracer concentration is zero.

At the end of the simulation, the tracer concentration is averaged in the street and
in the background zone (B ≤ x ≤ B + W and H ≤ z ≤ 2H, see Figure 1) to reproduce
the MUNICH homogeneous street assumption. Knowing Cstreet, Cbg and e, a transfer
coefficient can be calculated from these simulations that allows us to compare both models.
Chemistry and deposition on built surfaces are not considered, as the aim of the study is to
parametrized the air flow for dispersion modeling.

https://www.code-saturne.org/
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To study horizontal transfers, the horizontal wind speed in the street direction (Y axis
in Code_Saturne simulations) is averaged across the street in the X-direction. The vertical
profile in every mesh cell on the X axis is calculated (once every 0.5 m). The 55 profiles
are then averaged over the street width to obtain the averaged vertical wind profile. The
averaged wind speed in the street Ustreet is calculated by averaging the Code_Saturne
wind speed over the street height and width (for each mesh between 0 ≤ z ≤ H and
B ≤ x ≤ B + W). As this work focuses on the wind attenuation inside the street canyon, all
the wind profiles and average wind speed are normalized by UH,ϕ.

3. Adaptation of a Flow Parametrization and Comparison with Existing
MUNICH Parametrizations

Wang [37,38] developed a formulation of the wind profile in sparse vegetated canopies.
This is presented in Section 3.1 and then adapted to urban street canyons based on Code_Saturne
simulations in Sections 3.2 and 3.3 for the vertical and horizontal transfers, respectively. In those
sections, the parametrization developed is also compared to MUNICH’s existing one and to
Code_Saturne simulations. To illustrate the effect of the parametrization on concentrations,
a comparison of Code_Saturne and the MUNICH simulated tracer concentrations is performed
in Appendix B.

3.1. Flow in Dense and Sparse Vegetated Canopies

Wang [37] developed an analytical resolution of the momentum equations assuming
a first-order closure for a homogeneous canopy under a thermally neutral atmospheric
boundary layer. This method is suitable to compute wind and transfer coefficient profiles
in dense as well as in sparse canopies, which is particularly convenient to simulate air
flows in sparse canopies, such as a street canyon with few trees. The profile is computed
from the boundary conditions U(z0s) = 0 and U(H) = UH [37]. Parametrizations of the
characteristic length and wind attenuation coefficient presented above were derived from
Wang [37,38] and adapted to the street canyon based on CFD simulations.

The vertical profile is computed as an attenuation of the wind speed in the street
direction and at the roof level, UH,ϕ as:

UY(z) = UH,ϕ [C1 I0(g(z)) + C2 K0(g(z))] (18)

where C1 and C2 are integration coefficients, and I0 and K0 are the first and second type
modified Bessel functions of order 0. As with U_exp, the wind speed at the roof level UH
has to be multiplied by |cos(ϕ)| to select only the component of the wind speed in the street
direction. The function g is calculated as [37,38]:

g(z) = 2
√

α
z
H

(19)

and [37]:

C1 =
1

I0(g(H))− I0(g(z0s))K0(g(H))/K0(g(z0s))
and C2 = −C1 I0(g(z0s))

K0(g(z0s))
(20)

α can be interpreted as a dimensionless attenuation coefficient independent of z and
as a function of the frontal area of canopy elements per ground area, also called the frontal
area index (FAI) [38]:

α =
CDCuFAI

κsH
(21)

CD is the canopy drag coefficient, and Cu is an empirical dimensionless parameter
independent of height but dependent on the canopy density. For vegetated canopies,
FAI is considered to be half of the Leaf Area Index (leaf surface per ground area). CD Cu
will be parametrized as a function of the building frontal area per ground area based on
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Code_Saturne simulations in Section 3.3.1. sH is a dimensionless factor representing the
effect of canopy elements on the mixing length [37,38] (see Equations (22) and (23)).

The mixing length is parametrized as [37]:

1
lm

=
1
κz

+
1
lc

=⇒ lm = κz
lc

lc + κz
= κz s(z) (22)

where κz is the mixing length over a rough bare soil without canopy and lc is the charac-
teristic length of the canopy elements, corresponding to the mixing length of the canopy
alone. To solve the system, the value s(z) is taken at z = H and assumed to be constant in
the street:

sH = s(H) =
lc

lc + κH
(23)

where lc is calculated based on Wang [38] considering that lc is inversely proportional to
CD λF/H:

lc ∝
H

CD λF
(24)

This characteristic length is modified in the next section to adapt the mixing length
profile to the transfer in a street canyon.

3.2. Vertical Transfers
3.2.1. Vertical Transfer Coefficient Parametrization

Street canyons could also be considered as sparse or dense canopies. As shown by
Oke [55], the flow regime in the street depends on the street aspect ratio. Thus, to adapt the
Wang [37,38] equations to street canyons, the density of the canyon is estimated with the
street aspect ratio ar, which could be viewed as the local frontal area density and which is
equal to the wall area of buildings (HL) divided by the street area (WL). This formulation
assumes that the flow reduction in the street is independent of the building width.

To calculate the vertical transfer coefficient adapted from Wang [37,38], the mixing
length is first computed at the roof level (z = H). Then, to account for atmospheric stability,
it is multiplied by σW , which includes the friction velocity and the stability function of
Soulhac et al. [22]. The vertical transfer coefficient at the roof level is, therefore, equal to:

qvert = σW lm = σW κH sH (25)

sH is calculated from Equation (23) and as the building drag coefficient CD is complex
to determine for street canyons, lc is computed with a proportionality constant E that
includes CD:

lc = E
H
ar

= E Wr (26)

Based on Code_Saturne simulations, the value E = 0.5 gives a better fit for qvert. The
buildng characteristic length is half the street width and is independent of H. However,
sH is a function of H through the κH term. This modified lm parametrization based on
Wang [37] and Code_Saturne simulations is called, hereafter, L_mw.

3.2.2. Comparison of MUNICH Vertical Transfer Coefficient Parametrizations with
Code_Saturne Simulations

Figure 2 shows a comparison of the normalized vertical transfer coefficient (qvert/(u∗ H))
calculated with MUNICH parametrizations (including the method developed based on
Wang [37,38]) and simulated with Code_Saturne. The relative deviations for each canyon
are presented in Table 3 (see Appendix C for the relative deviation calculation).
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Figure 2. Comparison of the normalized vertical transfer coefficient (qvert/(u∗ H)) between
Code_Saturne (CS), Soulhac et al. [22] (L_sir), Schulte et al. [39] (L_sch) and modified Wang [37]
(L_mw) depending on ar.

Table 3. The qvert relative deviation (%) between Code_Saturne and MUNICH parametrizations for
the three canyon heights.

Canyon L_sir [22] L_sch [39] L_mw

WC −33.9 0.9 −2.1
IC −21.3 4.2 2.8
NC −5.4 −5.5 −4.1

L_sir considers a mixing length proportional to the street length (Equation (4)), and
thus the normalized qvert is almost constant with ar (the small variation is due to the term
H in σW) (Figure 2). L_sir gives a good estimation of qvert for NC but overestimates the
concentrations for WC and IC (Table 3). For L_sch and L_mw, the normalized qvert are
similar and are close to the Code_Saturne estimation for the three canyons (Figure 2 and
Table 3). This parametrized lm will be used in the next section to compute UY(z) and Ustreet.

3.3. Horizontal Transfers
3.3.1. Horizontal Wind Speed Parametrization

To find a relation between α and the street aspect ratio, simulations with varying
wind directions ϕ were performed in Code_Saturne for the three street canyons considered.
Figure 3a–c presents the vertical profiles of the wind in the street direction simulated in
Code_Saturne for the three canyons and for the varying wind angle ϕ. Figure 3d presents
the average wind speed Ustreet associated with those wind profiles.
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Figure 3. Comparison of the Code_Saturne vertical profile of wind speed in the street direction
(UY(z)) normalized by the wind speed at the roof level (UH,ϕ) for different wind angle (ϕ) and for
(a) WC, (b) IC and (c) NC. (d) Comparison of the Code_Saturne average wind speed in the street
(Ustreet) normalized by UH,ϕ depending on ϕ and for the three canyons.

Figure 3 shows that the dependence of the wind profiles to ϕ is limited for WC and
increases when the canyon aspect ratio increases. For IC and NC, the wind attenuation
in the street, calculated with the ratio Ustreet/UH,ϕ, decreases when the wind tends to be
parallel to the street. Based on these Code_Saturne simulations, the Wang [38] formulation
of the CD Cu term in Equation (21) is modified to parametrize the attenuation of the wind
speed in a street canyon. As for lc (Equation (26)), CD and Cu are gathered into a variable
called CB. Note that the sH coefficient parametrized based on vertical transfers was used in
α equation (Equation (21)). To consider the effects of the wind angle on wind attenuation in
the street, CB is a function of ϕ and ar deduced from Code_Saturne simulations:

α =
CB ar

κ sH
with CB = 0.31[1− exp (−1.6 ar)] fϕ (27)

and fϕ =

{
|cos(2ϕ)|3 if ϕ = 0◦ ± 45◦

0 if ϕ = 90◦ ± 45◦
(28)

fϕ is zero when the wind is perpendicular to the street plus or minus 45◦ (45 < ϕ <
135◦ or 225 < ϕ < 315◦) and varies with ϕ when the wind is parallel to the street plus
or minus 45◦ (0 ≤ ϕ ≤ 45◦ or 135 ≤ ϕ ≤ 225◦ or 315 ≤ ϕ ≤ 360◦). This modified Ustreet
parametrization based on Wang [37,38] and Code_Saturne simulations is called U_mw.

Figure 4 presents (a) the variation of α as a function of ϕ and for the three canyons
and (b) as a function of the street aspect ratio for the case ϕ = 0◦. It shows that the
parametrized α is slightly overestimated for WC compared to Code_Saturne. For IC
and NC, the parametrized α agrees well with Code_Saturne. Finally, the Wang profile
(Equation (18)) is integrated between z = z0s and z = H to calculate Ustreet.
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Figure 4. Comparison of the wind speed attenuation coefficient (α) between Code_Saturne and the
modified Wang [37,38] parametrization (U_mw) (a) depending on ϕ and (b) canyon aspect ratio (ar)
in the ϕ = 0◦ case for the three canyons.

3.3.2. Comparison of MUNICH Horizontal Wind Profiles to Code_Saturne Simulations

Figures 5 and 6 compare, respectively, the Ustreet and wind speed profiles between
Code_Saturne and MUNICH parametrizations. The Normalized Mean Absolute Error
(NMAE) and Bias (NMB) (Appendix C) are calculated for each canyon and for all angles ϕ
in Table 4 to compare MUNICH parametrized with Code_Saturne simulated Ustreet.

Figure 5. Comparison of Ustreet normalized by UH,ϕ between Code_Saturne and the different
MUNICH parametrizations for (a) WC, (b) IC and (c) NC and depending on ϕ.

Table 4. Normalized Mean Absolute Error (NMAE) and Bias (NMB) (%) between Code_Saturne and
MUNICH parametrized Ustreet for the three canyons studied and for all ϕ (n = 8).

Canyon
U_exp A = 0.5 U_exp A = 1 U_sir U_mw

NMAE NMB NMAE NMB NMAE NMB NMAE NMB

WC 16.9 16.9 8.6 8.6 2.1 2.1 1.0 −1.0
IC 10.8 10.8 5.1 −1.6 5.1 −2.3 1.9 −1.9
NC 11.1 5.2 15.5 −15.5 17.8 −17.8 1.2 −1.2

Figures 5 and 6 and Table 4 show that the U_exp profile with an attenuation coefficient of
ar/2 as suggested by Masson [43] and Cherin et al. [45] overestimates the wind speed in the
street for WC and IC. For NC, it gives a rather good estimation for ϕ ≈ 30◦ but overestimates
the wind attenuation in the street for smaller ϕ and underestimates it for larger ϕ. U_sir and
U_exp profiles with a coefficient attenuation equal to ar give better results for WC, IC and NC
for ϕ < 5◦. For U_exp profiles, the no-slip condition at the ground is not satisfied (UY(z0s) 6= 0),
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and the wind speed near the ground is largely overestimated. The no-slip condition at the
ground is satisfied only with a high attenuation coefficient (above 15).

U_sir and U_mw parametrizations can be both interpreted as a mixed profile that tends
to a logarithmic profile when the street aspect ratio is close to zero and to an exponential
attenuation profile when the street aspect ratio increases. Unlike the U_exp profile, the no-
slip condition at the ground is always satisfied. As the U_mw profile has been modified to
account for the effect of the wind angle on the wind attenuation in the street, it gives values
that are close for the wind profiles and Ustreet compared to Code_Saturne for every ϕ.

Figure 6. Comparison of UY(z) normalized by UH,ϕ between Code_Saturne and the different MU-
NICH parametrizations for (a,d,g,j) WC, (b,e,h,k) IC, (c,f,i,l) NC and for (a–c) ϕ = 0◦, (d–f) ϕ = 20◦,
(g–i) ϕ = 45◦ and (j,k,l) ϕ = 70◦.
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4. Conclusions

A parametrization that was originally developed for flow in sparse and dense vege-
tated canopies was adapted to represent the flow in street canyons in the Model of Urban
Network of Intersecting Canyons and Highways (MUNICH) based on CFD simulations
performed with the Code_Saturne code. The different MUNICH flow parametrizations
and Code_Saturne simulations were compared by spatially averaging the wind speed and
the passive tracer concentration in the street and the background domains.

The newly adapted parametrization is based on an analytical resolution of the mo-
mentum equation within sparse and dense vegetated canopies developed by Wang [37,38].
Assuming a homogeneous canopy, the vertical transfer coefficient profile is proportional to
the distance from the ground and depends on the canopy features (the height and frontal
area density). The vertical wind speed profile is also a function of the canopy features; this
converges to a logarithmic profile in the no-canopy scenario and tends to an exponential
profile when the frontal area density of obstacles increases.

The Wang [37,38] equations were adapted to street canyons by modifying the value of
two parameters, one involved in the characteristic length calculation and the other one in
the wind speed attenuation coefficient. The street canyon aspect ratio was multiplied by a
function of the wind angle to consider the variation of the wind speed in the street with this
wind angle (only for horizontal transfers). The modified parameters were determined to
maximize the agreement with Code_Saturne simulations: for the average wind speed in the
street, the normalized mean absolute error ranged from 1.0% to 1.9%, and the normalized
mean bias ranged from −1.0% to −1.9%. For the vertical transfer coefficient, the relative
deviation ranged from −4.1% to 2.8%.

Compared to other MUNICH parametrizations, this work added a dependence on the
wind angle for the horizontal wind speed in the street. The formulation of the wind speed
and vertical transfer coefficient is general and valid for a wide range of street–canyon and
wind characteristics. Furthermore, it is simple enough to be easily modified to take new
features into account. For example, in further work, the tree effect on air flow in street
canyons will be parametrized to consider both building and tree effects on the horizontal
wind speed and vertical transfer coefficient. In addition, this parametrization developed
for pollutant dispersion could also be used in urban climate models to compute heat and
water vapor transfers.
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Appendix A. Lists of Abbreviations, Variables and Parameters

Table A1. List of abbreviations.

Acronym Definition

WC Wide Canyon
IC Intermediate Canyon
NC Narrow Canyon
CTM Chemistry-Transport Model
CFD Computational Fluid Dynamics

Table A2. List of parameters.

Symbol Definition Value Unit

κ Von Kàrmàn constant 0.42 -
D Constant in the vertical transfer coefficient expression [24] 0.45 -

PBLH Boundary layer height 1000 m
z0 Code_Saturne city roughness length 1.0 m
z0s Code_Saturne inside street walls roughness length 0.10 m
u∗ Friction velocity 0.727 m·s−1

Ure f Wind speed at the reference height 5.0 m·s−1

e Passive tracer emission rate 1000 µg·s−1

E Parameter in modified Wang [38] parametrization 0.5 -

Table A3. List of variables.

Group of Variables Symbol Definition Unit

Street characteristics

H Building height m
W Street width m
B Building width m
L Street length m
V Street volume m3

ar Aspect ratio -
zre f Reference height m

Horizontal wind speed

Ustreet Average street horizontal wind speed m·s−1

U Norm of the horizontal wind speed m·s−1

UX Horizontal wind speed in the X direction m·s−1

UY Horizontal wind speed in the Y direction m·s−1

UH Average horizontal wind speed at the roof level m·s−1

ϕ Wind angle rad or ◦

A Constant in the exp. profile attenuation coefficient -

Vertical transfer

Qvert Vertical flux of pollutant µg·s−1

qvert Vertical transfer coefficient m2·s−1

σW Standard deviation of the vertical wind speed at z = H m·s−1

lm Mixing length in the street m
Cstreet Street concentration µg·m−3

Cbg Background concentration µg·m−3

Modified Wang [37] parametrization

α Wind attenuation coefficient -
lc Characteristic length in the street m
sH Characteristic length factor -
Cu Empiric coefficient in α equation -
CB Function of ar and ϕ -
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Appendix B. Comparison of Street-Average Concentrations in Code_Saturne
and MUNICH

The average concentration Cstreet of a passive tracer in the street is compared between
Code_Saturne and MUNICH on Figure A1. The setup for these simulations is described in
the first paragraph of Section 2.2.3.

Figure A1. Comparison of average tracer concentration in the street (Cstreet) between Code_Saturne
(CS), Soulhac et al. [22] (C_sir), Schulte et al. [39] (C_sch) and modified Wang [37] (C_mw) depending
on ar and for ϕ = 90◦.

Figure A1 shows a good comparison of the concentrations simulated with the new
parametrization and Code_Saturne. Furthermore, Cstreet increases when the street canyon
gets deeper, except for the SIRANE parametrization. This increase of Cstreet can be explained
by the emission rate, which is the same in the three streets, and the vertical transfer
coefficient, which decreases when ar increases. Cstreet does not increase in SIRANE because
the vertical transfer coefficient is constant with ar (see Figure 2).

Appendix C. Definition of the Statistical Indicators

In this section, csi stands for the simulations of the reference model Code_Saturne, mi
stands for the MUNICH simulations and n is the total number of simulations.

• Normalized Mean Absolute Error (%):

NMAE = 100×

n
∑

i=1
|mi − csi|∣∣∣∣ n
∑

i=1
csi

∣∣∣∣ (A1)

• Normalized Mean Bias (%):

NMB = 100×

n
∑

i=1
(mi − csi)

n
∑

i=1
csi

(A2)

• Relative Deviation (%):

RDi = 100× mi − csi
csi

(A3)
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